How To Write an Introduction in Times of Crisis
by Ksenia M. Soboleva and Madeline Murphy Turner
The current political climate has left many disillusioned,
causing especially those in the creative sphere to
feel like we’re losing our function as catalysts for
social change. We’ve been put in a position where we
must question whether the public as an active body
will soon become residual. Will today’s public body
shatter into vestigial organs of the future political
body? While the weeks after the election relinquished
many of us to a sense of mourning, we must embrace
the potential of this grief to be a tool for transformation. As Judith Butler proposes, “perhaps mourning
has to do with agreeing to undergo a transformation.”
The artists included in VESTIGE(S) engage with these
questions of loss, the vestigial, transformation, and
the interchangeability of the internal and the external.
They confront questions such as: What constitutes a
body? What kind of affects does it engage with? And
what does one do with the remnants of transformation
when something is left behind? These artists are not
only concerned with the transformation of materials,
but their own artistic and ontological development.
In the last year of their undergraduate experience,
they find themselves on the precipice of an inevitable
loss complemented by insurmountable gain. This
confusingly rapturous moment provides an opportunity for multiple transformations. Returning to Butler’s
idea, “To be ec-static means, literally, to be outside
oneself, and thus can have several meanings: to be
transported beyond oneself by a passion, but also to
be beside oneself with rage or grief.” Finding ourselves
beyond our bodies, we seek to mobilize loss into an
act of passion. How do our latent attributes continue

with us? How do we overcome certain losses
while still continuing to carry them as an integral
part of us?
This year’s exhibition shows a new generation of
artists who explore how art has the potential to be
both an exploration of the self and of the collective;
the interior and the exterior; the endo and the exo.
This is especially pertinent to our role within the
current socio-political sphere as we address our
individual responsibility to the collective. We must
confront the fact that the exo is intrinsic to the endo.
Our identity as individuals, and more importantly
our identity as a community is at stake. As academia
and the arts are under attack, and often positioned as
vestigial, we must not lose sight of their potentiality to
counter hegemonic impositions.
VESTIGE(S) is the third group exhibition organized
by the New York University Curatorial Collaborative.
Initiated in 2014, this collaborative aims to create a
dialogue between artists from Steinhardt’s studio art
program and curators from the Institute of Fine Arts.
We would like to extend our gratitude to the inspiring
curators and artists who have fully dedicated themselves to the third edition of this exciting collaboration. Special recognition must be given to Tammy
Brown and Ian Cooper. This project would also not
be possible without the unwavering support of Jesse
Bransford and Alexander Nagel. Finally, many thanks
go out to Ben Hatcher, Jason Varone, and the numerous devoted faculty and staff from Steinhardt and the
Institute of Fine Arts.

Essay by Desiree Mitton and Lisa Orcutt

Drawing from the works of ten
senior studio artists, this group
show sets out to explore the interplay between interior and exterior
realms by way of the repressed,
latent, and lingering – what is
alternatively referred to as the
Vestige. Vestiges refer to those
small parts or structures in an
organism that have lost most or
all of their original function, yet
are inexplicably retained during
the process of evolution. These
biologic remnants intimate human
in-distinguishability and point to
our prehistory: to an evolution
that is also devolution. In addition,
they mark the ways in which
human beings unwittingly preserve and carry around what no
longer facilitates us. Rather
than framing the vestige as an
exclusively biologic phenomenon
(wisdom teeth and coccyx bones),
this exhibition conceives of vestigiality as an aesthetic and

associative phenomenon. As a
working theme, it helps to bring
scientism and narratology,
animality and psychoanalysis
into creative collusion. Vestiges
are talking sticks that allow us to
speak about The Human as ad
hoc; both coming from and moving
towards; moreover, a palimpsest
to be excavated. It is through
staged encounters with messy
origins that our collective interpenetration is rendered apparent.
Working in a variety of traditional and
not-so-traditional media, these ten artists activate
the interior/exterior dialectic through a mediation of
surface and through a deliberate incorporation of the
vestige. The hand-glazed ceramics of Christine Sersea
evoke primordial mollusks and crustaceans. In her
work Hermit (2016), Sersea intimates both an exoskeleton and a cavernous interiority through a luxuriant
manipulation of ceramic glaze. Sarah Allwine’s
Rustee (the name, not actual rust) (2016) and Blobby
(like the name Bobby) (2016) are soft sculptures
nipped by piercings. Through a distortion of anatomic
scale and a mixing of hard and soft materials, Allwine
dislodges our sensorium. Hard is suddenly soft. What
is vulnerable registers as altogether strong. In The First
Tooth I Ever Lost I Swallowed (2016), Emma Benschop
conceptualizes the movement between internal and
external spaces through a semi-transparent curtain: a
fluid barrier with pockets of human hair and ceramic

Clockwise from the top left:
Christine Sersea, Hermit, 2016. Ceramic, 4 x 3 x 6 inches
Clara Lu, Face Mask, 2016. Video still from performance, 8 minutes, 32 seconds
Sarah Allwine, Rustee (the name, not actual rust), 2016. Ceramic, fabric, rust , 20 x 12 x 8 inches
Emma Benschop, The First Tooth I Ever Lost I Swallowed, 2016. Ceramic teeth, human hair, fabric, curtain rod, 60 x 40 inches

wisdom teeth. She playfully incorporates vestigial body
parts in order to mark transitions in space and time. In
her live performance piece Face Mask (2016), artist
Clara Lu deploys her own body as a casting mold for
layers of white glue. When dried, the glue forms a perfect pseudo-skin, which she proceeds to peel off. For
Lu, the action of submitting to the slow, additive casting
process and to the final peeling away of a second skin
is therapeutic, as well as a sociocultural interrogation of
whiteness. Bianca Kann’s uncanny material compositions (fabricated from foam, silicon, plastic, even wax)
are amalgamations of readymade materials that lead
to the creation of an unfamiliar other, whilst unearthing
personal and collective tactile memories. Stella (2016)
is composed of strips from a foam pad once slept upon.
Mounted under the shade of a flickering household
lamp, the cut and remodeled foam pieces stimulate an
entirely new set of sensations. Benjamin Wolf’s video
work is an alchemical re-splicing of vestigial memories.
Haphazardly shooting both the mundane and the sublime, Wolf generates a stock of grainy, home footage
detached from its memorializing function. His video
material lands doubly: it’s in excess of any (re)
memory, but wills itself to mean something anew:
through Wolf’s painstaking editing, and through any
number of ancillary correspondences projected on to
his personalized footage.

construct composite, sculptural doodads that animate
his video series. According to Toor, nothing is ever
finished or sufficiently cleaned up for presentation. It’s
through an engagement with memories and illusions
that Toor productively blurs the boundary between
fact and fiction, real and fake, digital and material.
Cooper Lovano magnifies the anxieties and absurdities of suburban life through a playful reconstitution of
homespun materials. His work “An Anger through Four
Generations” (2016) dramatizes the ways vestigial human emotions are unwittingly passed down. The head
jerks of Lovano’s robotic bust of a man—Irritated by a
fly (2016)—are violent, automatic reflexes, ancestral by
dint of their being involuntary. He models a miniaturized igloo out of dried rabbit turds painted white. Lovano’s reuse of a domesticated animal’s refuse got us
thinking about our tendency to tame what thrives outside in order to temper our insides. For her photographic series It Came Through the Wall (2016), Beverly
Terry returns to the charred ruins of her family home. A
fire started by a crack-addict living below engulfs their
apartment building, rending Terry’s family apart. The
singed and peeling walls of her home are scorched to
the point of abstraction. Through the unflinching documentation of her own traumatic remains, Terry bears
witness to what can only be described as the endemic
degradation of black family life.

For Jackie Monoson, humor is a conduit of pathos.
Her drawings picture anthropomorphized sea
creatures, ladies with extra legs, as well as matronly
folk nursing chickadees. In “What Happens?” (2016),
a Michelin-like figure cuts a strand of DNA with shears.
Scrawled above the drawing is an anxious set of
questions: “Why are we here?” “What are we wasting?” “What the fuck did we make?” Monoson’s body
of work tragi-comically addresses the bio-cultural
tyranny of DNA, gender, and anthropocentrism. Josh
Toor blends the human, animal, and fungal in order to

The formal and theoretical ways in which these ten artists stimulate new pathways of thought and feeling are
remarkable. Spotlighting the distinct praxis of each
artist along with their group correspondences, we’ve
curated the obvious: how humans collectively make
meaning through the vestige—whether internally or
externally encountered.

Clockwise from the top left:
Jackie Monoson, Gilda, 1955, 2016. Paper, plywood, tape, glue, photograph, nails, Dimensions variable
Joshua Toor, Dave, 2016. Figures made from Wire, Clay, Fabric, and Tape, Dimensions Variable
Bianca Kann, Flunden, 2016. Insulation spray foam, rug hook grid, fishing hooks, acrylic, 12 x 5 inches
Ben Wolf, Sleep Stockpile, 2016-17. Digital Video, Dimensions Variable
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